In this paper, we propose a discrete version of O'Hara's knot energy defined on polygons embedded in the Euclid space. It is shown that values of the discrete energy of polygons inscribing the curve which has bounded O'Hara's energy converge to the value of O'Hara's energy of its curve. Also, it is proved that the discrete energy converges to O'Hara's energy in the sense of Γ-convergence. Since Γ-convergence relates to minimizers of a functional and discrete functionals, we need to investigate the minimality of the discrete energy.
Introduction
Let γ : S L → R d be a closed curve in R d for L > 0 and d ≥ 2, where S L is a circle with length L. The curve γ is said to be a knot when it is embedded in R 3 . For α, q ∈ (0, ∞), O'Hara's knot energies of γ are denoted by E α,q (γ) and are defined by and D(γ(s), γ(t)) is the intrinsic distance between γ(s) and γ(t). Note that the coefficient L αq−2 ensures O'Hara's energies are scale invariant. These energies were introduced by J. O'Hara [7] to give an answer to the question, "What is the most beautiful knot in a given knot class ?". Therefore, O'Hara's energies were constructed so that as the knot becomes more well-balanced, the value of the energy decreases. Also, when we deform a knot, it is not desirable that the knot class to which the knot belongs changes. Thus, these energies were also constructed so that divergence occurs if a knot has self-intersection.
However, it is difficult to calculate values of O'Hara's energies directly, and as a result, it is not easy to evaluate well-balancedness. Therefore, it is desirable to numerically calculate these energies. A discretization of O'Hara's energy with α = 2, q = 1 was proposed by Kim-Kusner [6] . Let p n : S L → R d be a polygon with n edges parametrized by arc-length and embedded in R d with length L. Let a i be the value of the arc-length parameter at the i-th vertex of p n , and note 1 D(p n (a j ), p n (a i )) 2 .
Using this discrete energy, Kim-Kusner [6] calculated values of O'Hara's energy with α = 2, q = 1 of torus knots by numerical experiments.
Scholtes [8] addressed to what extent E n approximates E 2,1 . For a closed curve γ : S L → R d , inscribed polygons in γ were considered. Let p n be an inscribed polygon, and suppose the vertices correspond to parameters b j ∈ S L ; that is, p n is made by connecting {γ(b j )} in turn. It was shown that if γ belongs to C 1,1 (S L , R d ) and that there exists c,c > 0 such that
then it holds that for all ε > 0, there exists C ε > 0 depending on γ, c, andc such that
Also, it was shown that if γ ∈ C 0,1 (S L , R d ) and E 2,1 (γ) < ∞, then it holds that lim n→∞ E n (p n ) = E 2,1 (γ).
In addition, the idea of Γ-convergence was used in [8] . Γ-convergence was introduced by De Giorgi and is one type of convergence of a sequence of functionals which is very useful when we study the convergence of the sequence of minimal values of each functional to those to the limit functional. In [8] , it was shown that E n converges to E 2,1 in the sense of Γ-convergence on metric spaces. Here, these metric spaces contain C 1 curves and equilateral polygons with length 1 belonging to a given tame knot class equipped with the metric induced by L rnorm and W 1,r -norm with r ∈ [1, ∞] . Using this, it was shown that minimal values of E n converge to the minimal value of E 2,1 . Moreover, it was shown that minimizers of E n in the set of equilateral polygons are regular polygons and that the minimizers are unique except congruent transformations and similar transformations. E 2,1 is called the Möbius energy, since this energy is invariant under Möbius transformations. Scholtes did not use this property for proving his result, and thus it is natural to believe that this argument may be applicable to all of O'Hara's energies; we prove this here. More precisely, in this article, we propose a discretization of (α, q)-O'Hara energies by using the idea of [8] , and we discuss approximation of the discrete energies to O'Hara energies and the Γ-convergence. Definition 1.1 (A discretization of (α, q)-O'Hara energies). Let α , q ∈ (0, ∞), and let p n : S L → R d be a polygon parametrized by arc-length with n vertices whose total length is L > 0. Let a j be the value of arc-length parameters corresponding to its vertices and assume
Our main theorems are as follows. Theorem 1.1 (cf. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2). Assume that α ∈ (0, ∞) and q ∈ [1, ∞) satisfy 2 ≤ αq < 2q + 1, and set σ := αq − 1 2q .
where L is the length of γ. Let c,c > 0, and
and let p n be the inscribed polygon in γ with vertices γ(b 1 ), . . . , γ(b n ), where we extend the notation γ(b k ) to all k ∈ Z in the natural way via congruency modulo n; i.e., γ(b 0 ) = γ(b n ), γ(b 1 ) = γ(b n+1 ), and so on. Then, if the number n of points of the division is sufficiently large, there exists C > 0 depending on c,c, E α,q (γ) such that
, and let p n be the inscribed polygon as in 1. Then, we have lim
converges to E α,q in the sense of Γ-convergence on a metric space X. Remark 1.1.
1. W 1+σ,2q is called the Sobolev-Slobodeckij space, and it was used in [2] to give a necessary and sufficient condition that O'Hara's energies are bounded.
A metric function on
for f , g ∈ X, where C 1 , C 2 > 0 are constants. The full definition of X is given in Section 3.1.
In addition, we discuss minimizers of the discrete energies E α,q n of the set of all equilateral polygons with n edges. If we try to decrease the values of the discrete energies E α,q n without conditions of lengths of edges and the numbers of vertices, polygons degenerate into triangles. Hence, the infimum of the discrete energies E α,q n of the set of all polygons is 0. That is reason why we consider their minimizers in the set of all equilateral polygons with n edges. Theorem 1.3 (cf. Theorem 4.2). Let α ∈ (0, ∞) and q ∈ [1, ∞). Then, minimizers of E α,q n are regular polygons in the set of equilateral polygons with n edges. In particular, a regular polygon with n edges is the only minimizer, except for congruent transformations and similar transformations.
In what follows, for simplicity, we write
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Approximation of O'Hara's energy by inscribed polygons
In this section, we show that the discrete energy defined in previous section converges to O'Hara's energy under certain conditions. First, in order to describe our claim, we define the Sobolev-Slobodeckij space.
Definition 2.1 (The (cyclic) Sobolev-Slobodeckij space). Let σ ∈ (0, 1), and let q ∈ [1, ∞). We define the Sobolev-Slobodeckij space by
equipped with the norm
Furthermore, we put
Using the Sobolev-Slobodeckij space, we can describe the necessary and sufficient conditions for the boundedness of O'Hara's energy.
Let α ∈ (0, ∞) and q ∈ [1, ∞) with 2 ≤ αq < 2q + 1, and set σ := αq − 1 2q .
From now on, we write σ = (αq − 1)/(2q). For a given regular curve γ, we say that a polygon p is inscribed in γ if p satisfies (i) the number of vertices is finite,
(ii) the set of vertices is {γ(s 1 ), γ(s 2 ), . . . , γ(s n )} with
(iii) the i-th edge is the segment jointing γ(s i ) and γ(s i+1 ), where we interpret
The aim of this section is to prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 2.1 (The rate of convergence of discretization via the approximation by inscribed polygons). Assume that α ∈ (0, ∞) and 
and let p n be the inscribed polygon in γ with vertices γ(b 1 ), . . . , γ(b n ). Then, if the number n of points of the division is sufficiently large, there exists C > 0 depending on c,c, E α,q (γ) such that
Theorem 2.2 (The convergence of the discrete energy of inscribed polygons).
, and let p n be the inscribed polygon as in Theorem 2.1. Then, we have lim
Remark 2.1. Since it holds that
then γ in Theorem 2.1 has always bounded energy, i.e., E α,q (γ) < ∞.
Lemmas
In this subsection, we prove estimates and properties of parameters of curves and polygons in preparation for our proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. First, we observe the bi-Lipschitz continuity property of curves with bounded energy.
Next, we give the parametrization of an inscribed polygon. For a division {b k } n k=1 on S L , let p n be the inscribed polygon in γ with vertices γ(b k ) (k = 1, . . . , n). We extend the notation γ(b k ) to all k ∈ Z in the natural way via congruency modulo n; i.e., γ(
as the value of the arc-length parameter of the i-th vertex of p n . Then, note that
In what follows, we set N := 4C bc c . We get the following lemma by the triangle inequality.
In addition, if |j − i| ≥ N , we have
In the next lemma, we calculate the difference between the arc-length and the distance of two points.
, and s, t ∈ S L . Then, we have
Proof. We only prove (2.7). In the case where q = 1, we get
On the other hand, in the case where q ∈ (1, ∞), we get
by Hölder's inequality.
The following lemma is proved by simple calculations, hence, we omit the proof.
Lemma 2.4.
1. Let 0 < α ≤ 2. Then we have
2. Let a > 0. Then, we have
Finally, we have the following lemma, which may be proved by using (2.6), (2.8), and (2.9).
Lemma 2.5.
1. Let α > 0. Then we have
In subsections 2.2 and 2.3, unless otherwise noted, we assume that α ∈ (0, ∞) and q ∈ [1, ∞) satisfy 2 ≤ αq < 2q + 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
Firstly, we have 
Estimates for the case where |j
Proof. We have
In the case where α ≤ 2, we have
The following proposition is proved by the same calculations as those in the proof of Proposition 2.2.
Estimates for the case where |j − i| > N
Note that the difference between the lengths of the curve and its inscribed polygon satisfies
which follows from (2.1), (2.2), and (2.6). In order to determine how to prove Theorem 2.1, we use the following lemma which may be proved by the same calculations as those in the proof of Proposition 2.3.
Lemma 2.6. We have
Moreover, if α ≤ 2, we have
We will estimate |L αq−2 X −L αq−2 n Y | which is the difference of the part of summation corresponding to i = 1, . . . , n and j with |j − i| > N of E α,q and α,q n . If there exists ℓ > 0 andC > 0 such that |X − Y | ≤Cn −ℓ , then we have
and if α ≤ 2, similarly we have
Thus, it is sufficient to estimate |X − Y |. Next, set
In what follows, C g is a positive constant that may change from line to line.
Then, we have the following key lemma.
Lemma 2.7. There exists a positive constant C g such that we have
In the case where α ≤ 2, we get the claim in a similar way using (2.11) instead of (2.10).
Before we estimate the summations appearing in the statement of Lemma 2.7, we state inequalities used later. The following lemma is proved by using inequalities (2.2), (2.5), and (2.9).
Using Lemma 2.8, we estimate the summations appearing in Lemma 2.7.
Proposition 2.4. We have
Moreover, if α ≤ 2, then we have
Without loss of generality, we may assume s < t. Then, we have
Also, we have
where
We can dominate the integrals over [s, t] × [b j , t] and B similarly. Then, we get
Consequently, it holds that
Using (2.15) and (2.17), we have
Hence, we have
and therefore, we get
Next, assume that α ≤ 2. Using (2.4), (2.5), (2.11), and (2.14), we have
Therefore, using in addition (2.4), (2.5), (2.13), (2.14), it holds that
Moreover, by (2.1) and (2.2), we get
Hence, we obtain
Proposition 2.5. We have
Proof. Since we have
..,n |b k+1 − b k | using (2.13) and (2.14), we have
and therefore, using (2.10), we have
Hence, by (2.1) and (2.2), we get
If α ≤ 2, using (2.11) instead of (2.10), similarly we have
Therefore, by (2.1) and (2.2), we get
Proposition 2.6. We have
Proof. We may assume j > i because of the symmetry of i and j. Also, since
we may assume
Otherwise, we reduce to the above case by changing {j, i + n} with {i, j}. In this situation, we have
Therefore, we get
and if α ≤ 2, since we have
we get the claim by estimating
Proposition 2.7. We have
using (2.2) and (2.6), we get
and we get
Using Propositions 2.4-2.7, we get
Moreover, in the case where α ≤ 2, we have
Thus, we get
This completes our proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
Set
Note that ε n < ∞ because αq = 1 + 2σq. Since
as n → ∞, we have ε n → 0 from the absolute continuity of integrals for absolutely integrable functions, where µ is the Lebesgue measure on S L × S L .
Using ε n , set N n := n max ε 1 4q
.
Estimates for the case where |j
. Let n ∈ N be sufficiently large such that {b k } satisfies
Then, since we have
as n → ∞. Here, we have used
and the absolute continuity of the integral. Also, we have
which follows easily from the absolute continuity of the integral.
Estimates for the case where |j − i| > N n
First, by estimates (2.1) and (2.2), we have
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 2.2 is as follows. Note that
by Hölder's inequality, and
and Theorem 2.2 will be proved. Here, we have used
Thus, it suffices to prove
as n → ∞. To this end, observe that we have
n , n
We estimate these summations.
Proposition 2.8. We have
Proof. Note that
Now, we have
using Lemma 2.8, (2.2), and (2.5). Then, we get
using (2.19), (2.2), and (2.1). Therefore, we obtain
Using (2.19), we obtain
Therefore, we can show the next lemma in a similar manner to the proof of Proposition 2.8.
Using Propositions 2.8 and 2.9, we get
as n → ∞, and this proves Theorem 2.2.
Γ-convergence
In this section, we prove that E α,q n converges to E α,q in the sense of Γ-convergence. When we consider Γ-convergence, it is necessary that we consider the functionals E α,q n and E α,q on a common set of simply closed curves. Hence, we need to extend their domains.
Preparation
In this subsection, we give the definition of Γ-convergence and introduce its fundamental property, and we extend the domains of E α,q and E α,q n .
Definition 3.1 (Γ-convergence). Let X be a metric space. If F n : X → R and F : X → R satisfy the following two properties for all x ∈ X, we say that F n Γ-converges to F on X and denote this by F n Γ −→ F on X.
( lim inf inequality)
For all {x n } ⊂ X converging to x in X, we have
2. ( lim sup inequality) There exists {x n } ⊂ X converging to x in X and we have
The following lemma states a sufficient condition under which the minimum of F is less than that of F n . This lemma is useful for the investigation of minimality of functionals.
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, d X ) be a metric space, and let Y be a subspace of X. Assume that F n , F : X → R satisfy the following.
We have
2. For all y ∈ Y , there exists {y n } ⊂ X such that d X (y n , y) → 0 as n → ∞ and
Then, for z n , z ∈ X satisfying
as n → ∞, we have
Next, we extend the domains of E α,q n and E α,q . For a given tame knot class K, let C(K) be the set of simply closed curves of length 1 belonging to K, and let P n (K) be the set of equilateral polygons with n edges with total length 1 belonging to K. Also, we set
induced from the L 1 -norm or W 1,∞ -norm, respectively. Then, we consider a metric function d X : X (K) × X (K) → R for which there exist two constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that
In what follows, we put
Moreover, let
We extend the domain of E α,q n to X as follows. For m = n, p n ∈ P n (K), and a simply closed curve γ, we define
Concerning the extension of the domain of E α,q , we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let p n be a polygon of length 1 with n edges and vertices
Proof. It is sufficient to prove
for 2 ≤ α < 3 because we have
where δ aj is the Dirac measure supported at a j . In order to prove (3.2), we show
where (p c j1ℓ c j2ℓ cos 2πk(a j2 − a j1 ).
It is obvious that the first term diverges to infinity, and the second term is bounded because the infinite series ∞ k=1 k s cos(ka) converges for a ∈ R \ 2πZ and s < 0. Therefore, we get (3.3).
The Γ-convergence of E α,q n
Note that we prove the lim inf inequality with respect to L 1 -topology and the lim sup inequality with respect to W 1,∞ -topology because we have to consider the lim inf inequality for all polygonal sequences {p n } and the lim sup inequality for a polygonal sequence {p n }.
First, we prove the lim inf inequality needed for proof of the Γ-convergence of E α,q n .
Theorem 3.1 (The lim inf inequality
Proof. We may assume lim inf n→∞ E α,q n (p n ) < ∞. Note that p n ∈ P n (K) by the way we extended the domain of E α,q n . Now, there exists {n k } ∞ k=1 such that
Thus, there exists {p n k(ν) } ∞ ν=1 which is a subsequence of {n k } ∞ k=1 such that p n k(ν) → γ as ν → ∞ a.e. on S 1 . It is sufficient to prove the claim for {p n k(ν) } ∞ ν=1 . Now, we write p n k(ν) as p n for simplicity. Let s, t ∈ {u ∈ S 1 | lim n→∞ p n (u) = γ(u) }, s = t. For all n ∈ N, we can put consecutive points a
. . , n and such that there exists i n , j n ∈ {1, . . . , n} satisfying
as n → ∞. Using Fatou's lemma, we have
because of the definition of {a
. Furthermore, by Ascoli-Arzelà's theorem, we get the following corollary.
Then, there exists a subsequence {p nj } and γ ∈ W 1+σ,2q
The following claim is a strong version of the lim sup inequality for γ ∈ W 1+σ,2q (S 1 , R d ). We can prove it using the method of proof of [8, Proposition 4.1]. Theorem 3.2 (A strong version of the lim sup equality). Let α ∈ (0, ∞) and q ∈ [1, ∞) with 2 ≤ αq < 2q+1, and let γ ∈ C(K)∩C
Next, we show that E α,q n Γ-converges to E α,q using previous results. The following corollary suggests the following: assume that a polygonal sequence has values of the discrete energy are sufficiently close to the minimum value for all numbers of vertices. Then, this sequence converges to a curve, which is a right circle by [1] .
then γ is the minimizer of E α,q in C(K), and we have
Minimizers of E α,q n
In this section, we consider minimizers of a generalized discrete energy using techniques of [1] . In what follows, we set Ω :
Theorem 4.1. Let F : Ω → R be a function such that, if we set g y (u) = F ( √ u, y) for u ∈ (0, y 2 ] and y ∈ (0, 1/2), then g y is decreasing and convex. For a polygon with n edges with total length 1, set
Moreover, for 0 < a < b, set [a] b := min{a, b − a}. Then, if p n ∈ P n (K), we have
, |a k − a 0 | , and the minimizers of E F are regular polygons with n edges.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 makes use of the following lemma. 
for all v 1 , . . . , v n ∈ R d with v n+i = v i for i = 1, . . . , n. Equality holds in the above inequality only when the polygon which is made by joining v 1 , . . . , v n by segments in turn is a regular polygon with n edges.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since p n is an equilateral polygon, we have
F (|p n (a i+k ) − p n (a i )|, |a k − a 0 |).
For k = 1, . . . , n, set
Then, f k (x) is an increasing and concave function on 0 < x < |a k − a 0 | 2 . Hence, using Lemma 4.1, we have
where the equality holds only when p n is a regular polygon with n edges by the condition of equality in Lemma 4.1. Let g n ∈ P n (K) be a regular polygon with n edges, and suppose 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then, we have 1 n sin([k] n π/n) sin(π/n) = |g n (a k ) − g n (a 0 )| = |g n (a i+k ) − g n (a i )|, |a k − a 0 | = |a i+k − a i | for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Hence, we obtain
Therefore, minimizers of E F are regular polygons with n edges.
Applying Theorem 4.1 to E α,q n , we obtain the following corollary. 
